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Yeast and Baking - I can develop and 
analyze from experiments and use 
this for a desired outcome.

Gluten - I can examine models and 
predict chemical properties on a 
large scale based on those models.

Bakers Math - I can convert 
measurements through dimensional 
analysis.
 

The Chemistry of Bread

Write Name Here
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qylxpwNhFYI


   
❏ Option A

❏ Option B

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpq3JtHiGbY


❏ Option A

❏ Option B

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXYZYKfjNBg


Yeast - Option A 
Purpose - Determine if the difference between 
Active Dry or Instant Rise yeast.

Read the following article.  YEAST LINK 
Answer the questions by typing in the gray 
boxes.

1. Of the three types of yeast, which is the best to use?  What is a disadvantage 
to using it?

2. Why must dry yeast be first put in water or ¨proofed¨ before using?

3.  What is the biggest difference between ¨instant¨ and ¨active¨ yeast?  What is it about 
the process that makes ¨instant¨ yeast different than ¨active yeast?

4.Suppose a recipe calls for ¨Active Yeast¨ but you only have ¨Instant Rise¨ yeast.  How 
much percentage more or less should you use??

https://www.cooksillustrated.com/how_tos/6620-yeast-types


You may use your camera on your phone 
to record data.

Please fill out this form and answer 
questions about your experiment:
            Link To Form

https://forms.gle/8EktgYWTMJofBjpL6


❏ Gluten Option A

❏ Gluten Option B

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JVO62Vzhqc


❏ Gluten Option A

1. Click on the link.
2. Read the article from CHEMMATTERS 

about bread and gluten.
             LINK TO ARTICLE
3. After reading the article, answer these 

questions.

LINK TO THE FORM TO ANSWER THE 
QUESTIONS

All about Gluten

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13e9qnNNZUvXvT2yGgc1zUCESEVuAXRd7/view?usp=sharing
https://forms.gle/obACWJ9JJMcozxzE6
https://forms.gle/obACWJ9JJMcozxzE6
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDEcvSc2UKA


Response Form Link

*Note - If you do not have all of the materials, you can 
alter the experiment.  The important part is to keep a 2:1 

ratio of flour to water.  

https://forms.gle/ma4A3zYeQ3LVwDfx9


Option A and B - Bakerś Math

Cooks must convert measurements all of the 
time.  It is no different in bread making.  Here are 
some examples.

If a recipe calls for Active Dry yeast and 
you have Rapid Rise or Instant yeast, you can 
substitute 25% LESS of the Rapid Rise or Instant 
yeast.
   Example.  A recipe says to use 1 tsp of Active 
yeast.  You have Instant or Rapid Rise yeast.  
             .25 x 1 tsp of active = .25 tsp
  1 tsp of active - .25 tsp = .75 tsp of Instant yeast
A possible easier way is to say 75% of Active yeast 
amount is the amount of Instant yeast you can 
substitute.

Likewise, if a recipe calls for Instant or Rapid Rise 
yeast and you only have Active Yeast, you will need 
to use 25% MORE of the Active Dry yeast than 
what is called for.  Example
2 tsp of Instant or Rapid Rise x 1.25 (%125) = 2.5 
tsp of Active Dry yeast.

Bakerś Percentage

The Bakerś Percentage is the present quantity 
of each ingredient as a percentage by weight of the 
amount of flour which is always set to 100%.

As an example, suppose I have a recipe that 
has 1 cup of flour (about 180 grams) and a half of a 
cup of water (about 118 grams).
   The bakerś percentage is….

     118 g H2O          x 100  = 65% Bakerś Percentage
     180 grams Flour



Option A and B - Bakerś Math
Continued

Please fill out the table and show your work.

1. A recipe calls for 1.5 tsp of instant or rapid rise yeast.  
How much Active yeast could be substituted?

Answer

2. A recipe calls for 2.5 tsp of Active yeast.  How much instant or 
rapid rise yeast could be used?

Answer

3. Pizza Bianca pizza dough calls for 3 cups of flour and 1 ⅔ cup of water.
A. Convert these to grams.
B. Find the ¨bakerś advantage

A. Grams?

B. Bakerś Advantage?



A Simple Method and Recipe for 
Bread

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnA3i1MyB-k

